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How would
you like your
Author?
The National Council is
considering scrapping
hardcopy versions of The
Author and moving to onlineonly. Why?
Evolving to an online-only
edition will, firstly, generate a
financial windfall for the
NZSA, freeing up around
$15,000 per year to divert to
new projects or expand
existing programmes. It would
also remove current limitations
on the number of pages in
each edition, allowing a
significant increase in content.
Without long print lead-in
times, each edition will also be
much more fluid, up-to-date,
lively and interactive. In an
increasingly digital age,
producing a hardcopy version
is also difficult to justify from
an environmental perspective.
As the cost of printing and
postage soar, maintaining a
hardcopy version is becoming
increasingly unsustainable. It
will almost certainly be phased
out at some point. In the
meantimeHardcopy opt out
We realise some members
quite like reading their Author
in a hardcopy format. So in
the short-term, we are inviting
members to do one of two
things. If you are happy to
receive your copy online,
then we ask you contact us
to opt out of receiving your
hardcopy version.
If you strongly feel The
Author should stay as is, let
us know. If significant
numbers of members don’t
support a move to onlineonly, then we’ll need to
consider other alternatives.
Please contact
Jan office@nzauthors.org.nz
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In this issue
Welcome to the August/
September edition of New
Zealand Author, which
we hope brings the usual
eclectic mix of insightful
information with a little
light relief from the general
author day-to-day tedium
of creating yet another
masterpiece. Content
ranges from an author’s
life in the far-flung Topof-the-South to the best
ways of propagating your
new book world-wide,
and how a council writing
initiative is helping recent
kiwi women find their feet
in Aotearoa.
But remember, we need
to hear from YOU! The
success of the Author
depends on information
from the membership.
Suggestions are always
welcome ... although not
always accepted!
Our thanks to all who
contributed to this issue.
We hope you enjoy. Ed

United front still
lacking on Frankfurt
Any future decision about re-establishing a NZSA
presence at the Frankfurt Book Fair, or any other major
book fair, will need an early – and preferably united –
decision by National Council for the project to be
worthwhile. That’s the belief of Auckland delegate
Adrian Blackburn, who explains why we will not be
at Frankfurt 2013 or 2014.
Many hoped we would be at Frankfurt again this October after our
unexpectedly successful 2012 venture when we piggybacked on
New Zealand’s position as Country of Honour.
But our NC meeting last November revealed a major division.
Some, including me, argued that in spite of a relatively late
commitment to Frankfurt 2012 we had achieved surprising overall
awareness of New Zealand’s independent authors and individual
successes. And we had done it at no financial cost to NZSA.
We knew that other countries, including Iceland, had followed up their Country of
Honour year with even greater successes. It seemed sensible to similarly maintain
our momentum.
Against this, it was argued 2012 had likely been a Country of Honour one-off;
that the project had taken much of our CEO’s time which, repeated, would impact
on core activities; that it was doubtful we could access enough books of a high
enough standard of both production and authorship; and that there were
considerable financial risks when NZSA was already dipping into its reserves.
November saw the narrowest of decisions against the proposal, seemingly
reversed over the Christmas period when I sought a review.
But by the time we met again formally in March, and in spite of the CEO having
readied proposals which would have enabled third parties to represent our members’
books with no financial risk to NZSA, it was clear we had run out of time to mount
an effective Frankfurt 2013 campaign. Reluctantly, I seconded the proposal not
to proceed.
In the future, the arguments on both sides remain. But the current study of
NZSA’s strategies and structure should, however, clarify our core business and how
we go about meeting members’ needs.
I hope that review will confirm that, when many of our authors need to turn to
independent publishing, core business does include NZSA providing a platform for
their overseas representation, whether at Frankfurt or other leading book fairs. Then,
let’s just plan well ahead so we can do that job as well as possible. And I hope at
that time we’ll all be behind it.

Publishing
pioneer
made his
mark
Many authors
have expressed
their sadness at
the death on July
1 of a pioneer
of New Zealand
publishing, Ray
Richards.

After service in the Royal
Navy Fleet Air Arm in
World War Two, Richards
returned to his junior
position in Wellington
at AH & AW Reed. He
went on to become
editor, publisher and
vice-chairman during
the company’s most
productive years, with
books such as Mona
Anderson’s A River Rules
My Life selling more
than 100,000 copies.
He is credited by those
who knew him as largely
inventing the commercial
publishing culture in this
country and bringing
New Zealand stories
into prominence for the
first time.
After Reed imploded in
1976, Richards moved to
Auckland with wife
Barbara and set up the
Richards Literary Agency.
He eventually represented
about 100 clients,
including Joy Cowley, Witi
Ihimaera, Maurice Gee
At the National Council meeting in Dunedin, Central Districts branch delegate
and Tessa Duder.
Anna Mackenzie, was appointed vice-President of NZSA.
In 2001, Ray Richards
was awarded the NZ
for a year.
Anna writes contemporary and
“I believe NZSA is at a turning point. The organisation Booksellers Lifetime
speculative fiction for young
has struggled over the past few years, there has been no Achievement Award and in
adults, edits magazines, teaches
2004, the Betty Gilderdale
clear trajectory or sense of purpose. We have an
creative writing and mentors
Award for his “unique
opportunity now to change that; to regain forward
aspiring writers. Published by
visionary presence in the
momentum. The writing community is quite fractured
Random House, Anna has five
growth of New Zealand’s
and it would be good to see NZSA taking a lead role in
CLF Notable Book Awards, an
children’s literature.” In
reversing that, in pulling people together and building
NZ Post Honour Award, Sir
2006, he was made an
strong relationships across the publishing sector. As
Julius Vogel Award and White
ONZM for his contribution
writers come to grips with ongoing changes in the
Raven Award in Germany.
to New Zealand
publishing environment, a professional association for
She has been a member of NZSA for ten years, chair
publishing.
writers is more critical than ever.”
of CD branch for five and a member of National Council

New vice-President appointed
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News

NetHui poses
searching questions
Judge’s proposal would turn copyright
on its head, says Maggie Tarver.

_Digital newspapers
_Digital magazines
_Book printing
_PhotoBooks
_Resource books
_TransPromo
_Books on demand
_Versioned newsletters
_Learning materials

Books of one
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operations@printstop.co.nz

Rick Shera

rjs@lojo.co.nz t @lawgeeknz

Intellectual Property
+ New Media Advice
+ Internet Law

Lowndes Jordan, Barristers + Solicitors, Level 15
PWC Tower, 18 8 Quay Street, Auckland, NZ
p +64 9 309 2500, www.lojo.co.nz
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I attended my third NetHui
this year in Wellington.
The three day seminar was
divided into five streams of
four sessions each day to
discuss topics related to the
internet including access,
education, economy &
business, culture, health,
safety & security and the
internet & the law. Overall
there was a strong focus on
privacy and security this year
which crept into many
sessions – largely due to the
current GCSB issues.
We are a ‘content
consuming generation’ and
users care about access –
not necessarily owning. As
broadband gets faster the
technical quality will improve,
but unless we can monetise
that, then the quality of the
content will continue to fall.
The music industry is
much further ahead than
book publishing (which they
described as ‘still hiding
under the table when it
comes to new technologies’)
but even the musicians are
struggling to adapt and are
concerned about the new
world of ‘streaming’ which
relies on micro payments
– NZ doesn’t have the
numbers to make this work.
We are losing people from
the cultural sectors because
of the internet; art and
culture are becoming hobbies
again and standards will drop
and choices be removed.
Whatever the price, no one
will pay if the content is not
good enough, so if you want
to make a living on the Net
you need to be great – not
just good.
There was one session
dedicated to Copyright for a
Digital Future which focused
on the imminent NZ
copyright act review. Judge
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David Harvey (who spoke via
video conference) presented
his proposal that turns
copyright on its head. He
believes that copyright should
be seen as an exception to
the right to receive
information under Article 19
of the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights:
“Everyone has the right to
freedom of opinion and
expression; this right includes
freedom to hold opinions
without interference and to
seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through
any media and regardless of
frontiers. Any creator wishing
to go against this would have
to justify the interference of
freedom of expression. Once
justification has taken place
then the copyright owner may
be entitled to restrictions,”
he said.
“But if an author is forced
by law to give up their work
for free, is this not then a
form of slavery which I
believe is now illegal? And is
it also not a breach of Section
23 (3) of the UDHR –
Everyone who works has the

right to just and favourable
remuneration ensuring for
himself and his family an
existence worthy of human
dignity, and supplemented, if
necessary, by other means
of social protection.”
A complete version of
Judge Harvey’s position can
be found here: http://
theitcountreyjustice.
wordpress.com/2013/03/01/
collisions-in-the-digitalparadigm-information-rightsand-copy-rights/
It makes a case for
interesting discussion and
one that we must be part of.
Without a doubt the process
around the copyright act
review must be all inclusive
to encourage open debate
and input from creative
industries and users alike.
The possible introduction of
Fair Use (as opposed to Fair
Dealing which we currently
have in NZ) will be of little
benefit to creators and has
the potential of creating more
uncertainty around copyright
use. Someone suggested to
me that we should organise
a national Copyright
Conference to discuss these
issues before the review –
maybe this is something we
could consider.

Winners of National Flash
Fiction Day competition
This year’s competition winners were announced by judges
Vivienne Plumb and David Lyndon Brown on June 22
in Auckland, and celebrations took place in Wellington,
Auckland and Christchurch. Big congratulations to Frankie
McMillan (1st), Rebecca Styles (2nd) and Mary McCallum
(3rd) whose stories were selected from 300 entries. These
plus other short-listed stories from the first two years of the
NFFD competition can be read in a special issue of Flash
Frontier: An Adventure in Short Fiction.
Flash Frontier was founded by NFFD co-ordinator
Michelle Elvy in January 2012. You can find all issues,
including the special July 2013 NFFD issue with 30
stories, here: http://flash-frontier.com/. Or if you are
interested in finding out more about flash fiction in general
or next year’s NFFD, please contact Michelle Elvy:
michelle.elvy@gmail.com.

From The CEO

It’s been a busy time at National
Office following the AGM in
Dunedin – a lot of minutes and
reports to prepare and official
document filing. All of this has
been done now so that I can
move on to other matters.
I have cut back the staff at
National Office in an attempt
to reduce our expenditure, and
have proposed other cost-cutting
measures.
Louisa, our Web Editor, has
been made redundant as from
30 June. I’d like to thank her
for her work for us over the last
couple of years – she was only
paid for four hours per week but
I do know that she contributed
much more than that when
needed and without extra pay.
We wish her all the best with
future employment.
Jan, our Membership Secretary
and Admin Assistant, has had
her hours cut back from 19 to
16 per week. She will continue
to work Tues, Weds and Thurs
but leaving at 2pm – earlier
than previously.
I am delighted to announce
that our Programme Manager,
Kathryn, has successfully
secured funding for three writing
projects with another set up for
later this year. Congratulations
to her – an excellent result
after many years of hard work.
This means that her hours are
cut back dramatically from
10 hours per week to 2. She
will continue to help us out
until the end of the year and
the future of National Office is
decided. Thanks to Kathryn for
her ongoing support and I wish
her all the best with her well
deserved writing success.
Our lovely intern, Megan Bailey,
has returned to the USA. She
has been wonderful support for
me during the six weeks of her
internment. I have never had
such a quiet, competent, willing,
fastidious and capable young
person working with me before.
I miss her help and support and
wish her the very best with her
future back in the States.
INCREASED WORKLOAD
All of this means of course
that extra work is falling on my

shoulders and in my inbox, so
please forgive me if things don’t
get seen to as quickly. I will do my
best to keep on top of the workload
within the hours that I have.
In June I met with Grant
Robertson, Labour Party, and
Holly Walker, Greens, who
have both offered to support
the inclusion of digital in the
PLR. Funding for the PLR
is the responsibility of the
Department of Internal Affairs.
Thanks to the support of Baggage
Arts Trust, I attended the NetHui
2013 in Wellington from 8–10 July.
See my report on previous page.
A lot of you heard my interview
on Radio NZ Nine to Noon on
Friday 21 June and I thank you
all for your lovely, positive and
supportive feedback.
STRATEGIC REVIEW
I am glad that we have our first
meeting of the Strategic Review
Focus Group with the National
Council on 31 August to be
facilitated by Terry Kilmister. In
preparation I have attended a
number of Strategic Planning
Sessions with Hayes Knight,
and DANZ which has helped me
realize that the entire not-for-profit
sector is going through the same
challenges. It is reassuring to
know we are not alone!
I have been completing funding
applications for CNZ (Northland
Branch NorthWrite 2013

... our Programme
Manager, Kathryn,
has successfully
secured funding for
three writing projects
with another set up
for later this year.
Congratulations to
her – an excellent
result after many
years of hard work.
Collaboration, and a series of
workshops for Bay of Plenty
Branch), Asian Foundation for
the Asian Short Story Award, and
am currently working on the ASB
Community Trusts Application. ASB
Trust have changed their funding
areas and priorities and we now
have to come under participation
instead of arts and culture.
I am liaising with our website
developers to look at ways we
can update and re-design the
website. I developed the current
site in 2008 and it is now in
need of a serious update as
expectations and technology have
changed significantly since then.
If you have any suggestions or
would like input into this process
please contact Maggie director@
nzauthors.org.nz
I met with the National Librarian
about the NZ Poet Laureate
nomination process and am
delighted to say that this has
subsequently undergone a
complete review. We have been
invited to put forward suggestions
for a NZSA representative on the
Advisory Panel which have been
submitted to the DIA and we will
watch developments closely.

I spoke on two Golden Yarns
panels in June as part of
the Children’s Writers Hui in
Christchurch. I covered a wide
range of topics from membership
benefits and advocacy issues for
writers and was overwhelmed
by the warmth and positive
feedback I received from
attendees. I would like to thank
the Te Tai Tamariki for making
this possible. This is something
I really enjoy doing – I love the
immediate feedback and the
face to face contact with our
members which I believe has
huge benefits for all. I wished I
could do more of this.

membership
update
Joined: Jude Leonard, Craig
Clark, Frazer Rangihuna, James
Robertson, Jim Young, Pat
Deavoll, Nicola Chapman, Gill
Ward, David Briggs, Melanie
Wittwer, Ayalla Buchanan,
Eileen Mueller, Jennifer
Somervell, Mary Major, Gwenyth
Wright, Robin McFarland,
Stuart Campbell, Tristram
Domican, Nikki Tyacke, Colleen
Shipley, Sandy Geyer, Pamela
Mander, Trish Lacey, David
Taylor, Melissa Laing, Sunkita
Howard, Catherine Strachan,
Lisa Allen, Kate McDonald,
Barbara Mulligan, Saad
Malook, ReJoined: Rosemary
Woodhouse, Steven Radich,
Stephanie Dowse, Victoria Azaro,
Megan Corcoran, Christine
Wardle, Margaret Cahill, Fifi
Colston, Robyn Cooper.

I have written to all the preferred suppliers of curriculum support
resources as appointed by the Ministry of Education. The letter calls
for writers’ rates to be sustained. I was concerned to see that one
supplier has been offering writers 50% of the rates formerly offered
by Learning Media (which were already low) and it is important that
writers do not fall victim to the new tendering regime imposed by
the Ministry. I am delighted to say that in this instance the rate was
increased by 25% and they gave their undertaking to do so for all
writers. Even though the rate is still below that previously offered, it
is a step in the right direction.
The New Zealand Author #294 August/September 2013
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AGM

Southern
hospitality
warms away
Dunedin’s
winter chill
The editor found his first NZSA AGM to be well organised,
enjoyable and informative with an excellent turnout. An
organising team of Kyle Mewburn, Vanda Symon and Karen
Trebilcock can take the credit.
6
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t was certainly a bold decision to
hold the AGM in the deep south in
the middle of winter (a few days
later Dunedin was cut off from
surrounding areas by freakishly
high flood waters, followed
immediately by the worst polar
storm in decades which buried
large parts of southern New
Zealand in deep snow before moving
north to pound much of the rest of the
country), but the boldness paid off.
The weather ranged from stunningly
beautiful to overcast, with the wind and
rain staying away. And although a few
of us felt our feet slip disconcertingly in
the near-invisible black ice, no one that I
heard of ended up at A &E.
The warmth of southern hospitality set
in immediately at the first organised
event – registration at the University
Book Shop on the evening of Friday June
7. Excellent wine and pleasant nibbles
loosened everybody up and rapidly
melted away the exterior cold as those
who knew each other, renewed old
friendships, and those who didn’t know
each other, met others in
Left: From
the same boat. Then
topics literary to
everybody introduced
a little wine
appreciation.
themselves formally
before the wine bibbing
and conversation resumed. It was soon
obvious that Southland writers had
turned out in good numbers.
CRISIS RESPONSE
On Saturday morning, the fraternity
re-gathered at the Dunedin University
Science Annexe where Kyle Mewburn
was announced as the new President.
CEO Maggie Tarver thanked pastPresident, Tony Simpson for all his
hard work over the previous four years
before Tony delivered his state of the
organisation address – An organisation
in crisis? Tony outlined some of the
challenges he saw ahead for the Society

Tony and Maggie
and why a strategic
begin proceedings at
review body was
the University
Science Annexe.
being set up to look
into them.
Kyle then took over for the AGM
proceedings, much of which is covered in
summary in Maggie’s column on page 17.
Then Maggie announced that next year’s
AGM would be hosted by those at the
other end of the country. The Northland
branch will hold the 2014 event
in Whangarei.
For those who’d turned up to learn
something useful in respect of their
writing, there was plenty on offer in
several workshops. Elizabeth Pulford took
her group in the Dunningham suite at
Dunedin Library through the pitfalls of
eBook publishing, Kyle Mewburn guided
his protégées into the magic of picture
books, while Tania Roxborough and Tom
Brooking helped explain the mysteries of
re-writing history. Others opted for a tour
of the Hocken Library and how that
renowned facility can assist with research.
The CEO’s wide ranging address on
Frankfurt and Beyond aroused
considerable interest – particularly from
those who missed most or all of it – and a
slightly abridged version is carried on
page 17.

TIME TO RELAX
All work and no play tends to make
for a dull author and a good number of
participants gathered that evening at
well-known wine establishment – Wine
Freedom – where an erudite owner
explained some of the finer points of

several superb southern wines as we
tried them, and sparkling conversation
resumed.
That was followed closely by an
excellent three-course dinner at the
nearby Plato restaurant, where a
Southern Tales literary quiz match-up
decided who your dinner partners would
be. A very good idea to ensure everybody
didn’t just sit down with someone they
already knew.
Maggie thanked Kyle, Vanda and Karen
for all their hard work, then everybody
split for their respective accommodation.
And while Sunday morning saw most of
the previous night’s out-of-towners hitting
the road or airport for home, National
Council members sat down for further
intensive business. An account of their
decision-making can be found on page 20.
Speaking for the team, Vanda said
afterwards: “We’ve had lots of great
feedback about the AGM, from people
enjoying the workshops and the Hocken
Library tour, to general comments about
how friendly we are in the south.
“Stats wise, we had close to 70 people
register for workshops and events over
the course of the weekend, including a
number of non-NZSA folk who were keen
to do workshops. The eBooks with
Elizabeth Pulford proved the most
popular choice with around 30 people
registered, closely followed by the (Re)
writing history with Tom Brooking and
Tania Roxborogh.
“People who attended the Hocken
Library tour were amazed by the types of
resources available in the Hocken
collections, including the magnificent art
collection, which few people know about,”
Vanda concluded.
As I’m sure all who attended would
agree, the 2013 AGM was a very
competently organised blend of useful
learning and pure pleasure. A tough
challenge to equal for those in the
far north!
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President report

Junkets and hot-seats
While experiencing a number of Germanic delights, the
President invites member-input for the issues facing NZSA.

G

reetings from
My first month in the
Frankfurt! I write this
presidential hot-seat has been a
sitting in my fatherreal eye-opener. One example. I
in-law’s Germanicly clean
previously wasn’t fully aware of
and well-ordered apartment,
the number of organisations,
sipping a cold wheatbeer as
boards and panels on which we
I wait for Sunday lunch. The
have a constitutionallyapartment is wafting with the
ingrained presence. Anyone
Kyle Mewburn
tangy aroma of Rippchen
who suggests the NZSA is
mit Sauerkraut while two Bavarians in
irrelevant or has no real role to play needs
to seriously think again. Indeed we are
traditional costume discus the medicinal
perfectly positioned to take the lead in
properties of Schnapps on television. Just
advancing the cause of writers and
another Sunday in Germany, really.
illustrators on many fronts, as well as
In the grand tradition of newly-elected
playing an important role in promoting
Presidents everywhere, my first act has
New Zealand literature as a whole. We
been to grab the NZSA gold card, leap on
simply need to be a little more creative,
the presidential jet and head off on a
engaging and constructive partners.
thinly-disguised junket investigating the
bookstores of Europe ... or something.
But the real eye-opener has been
With any luck all the problems of the
how keen those across the wider
literary world will simply evaporate while
literary sector have been to engage in
I’m away, just in time for me to swoop
constructive dialogue. I’ve spent much of
back into town and claim all the credit.
my first weeks at the helm knocking on
If only it were that easy.
figurative doors and have been delighted,

WRITE FROM ANYWHERE

Master of Creative WritiNg

New Zealand’s widest selection of
distance creative writing classes:
fiction, non-fiction, poetry
and script-writing for
screen and stage
Master of Creative Writing
applications close:
31 oCtoBer 2013
Visit massey.ac.nz and search
for Master of Creative Writing

0800 Massey
Massey.aC.NZ
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and encouraged, by how
many people have taken
the time to knock on mine.
There’s a real desire to find
ways of working together
more closely to develop
new initiatives or improve
existing ones. Like NZ Book
Month. The discussions will
begin in earnest upon my
return from a (I must say)
well-earned holiday.
STRATEGIC REVIEW
In the meantime, we are
forging ahead with our
strategic review. We’ve been
taking particular care to
ensure the process is
perfectly aimed from the
outset with the help of
Terry Kilminster who is
very experienced at these
sorts of things. We can’t
afford to squander the
efforts of the Strategic
Review Committee
members who have kindly
volunteered their time. It’s

an important process which will, hopefully,
reap long-term rewards for the
organisation. We need to get it right.
The concept of establishing a
self-publishers’ guild or similar has also
recently been raised. How this might
function and how, more importantly, it
might serve and advance the needs of the
increasing number of authors choosing to
go it alone, is still a discussion waiting to be
had. Though I have in the past
self-published a short story collection and
recently turned my historic adult novel into
an e-book, my career has been built in the
traditional publishing framework. So I’d be
very interested to hear how our
self-publishing members imagine a
NZSA-led guild might function.
On the children’s literature front many
people believe a Children’s Laureate is long
overdue. There has also been some
discussion around establishing a broader,
more engaging Children’s Choice award.
Many people I’ve talked to feel it could be
much more effective. More representative.
(Perhaps including regional winners?) More
engaging. Though I’m honoured and chuffed
to have just won the NZ Post Children’s
Choice award for the second time, I’d have
to agree.
ENGAGMENT THE KEY
Engagement is, I think, the key to growing
kiwi literature across the board. We need to
develop creative ways to effectively engage
more with readers. To engage with more
readers, too. With such a small local market
and locally-published titles commonly sold
at prices significantly higher than imported
titles or books bought on-line from
overseas suppliers, New Zealand books
are somewhat of a niche market. It needn’t
remain so. We just need to convince more
readers that local literature is something
we should all be proud of. Any little extra
investment required is worth it because
they’re getting a world class product that is
uniquely ours.
It’s a big ‘just’, I know. But we need to
tackle the big issues head-on. Feel free to
share any brilliant suggestions or
mind-blowing schemes on the NZSA
Facebook page. Or maybe start a discussion
on the new website Forum. It is the 21st
Century, after all.
It promises to be a busy year. But for
now, please excuse me. Another wheatbeer
has just arrived and it demands my
full attention.
Kyle

NZ Post

Indie-publishing gamble
pays off for Ted
With his book Into the River taking out both the New Zealand Post
Margaret Mahy Book of the Year and the Young Adult Fiction category at
this year’s awards, Auckland writer Ted Dawe achieved a fine double –
particularly since he chose to publish it himself.
This coming of age novel follows its main protagonist from his
childhood in small town rural New Zealand to an elite Auckland
boarding school where he must forge his own way – including battling
with his cultural identity. “Into the River was the book that stood out for
us,” said Chief Judge and author Bernard Beckett.
However, apparently largely driven by Family First, its awards aroused a
veritable storm of controversy around its use of sex scenes and extreme language, meaning
practically everybody in the country must have heard about it now. The Sunday Herald
fulminated against it but others defended it as quite reasonable for a young adult book. Here
Ted explains his reasons for writing Into the River and why he chose to indie-publish.

I

was raised in small country towns in various parts of New
Zealand; Mangakino, Ruatoria, Tokoroa, Otaki, Darfield. I had
a year in New Plymouth and another at Invercargill. At each
of those places I went to new schools and was of course, the
perpetual ‘new boy’ trying to fit into ready existing friendship
groups. I think this experience made me something of an
outsider, something of the ‘other’.
My parents were teachers and I found a few years later that I
was a teacher too. It was hard to know if this was because of
accident or design. Since then I have taught at schools here and
in the Australia and the UK. For the most part I have been
dealing with middle or working class kids, attempting to
teach them reading and writing.
I began writing in an attempt to write a book that
would draw in those reluctant readers; teenage boys.
My first novel, ‘Thunder Road’ struck pay-dirt in the
NZ Post Book Awards, but more rewardingly, it is
and was, widely read by my target audience. Girls
and adults read it too. Since then I have written
three other novels and a collection of short stories.
My current novel Into the River was self-published
because in its original 750 page form, my publisher
wasn’t interested. After a couple of redrafts and
becoming increasingly frustrated by the lack of support,
I contracted my usual editor, Emma Neale, to help me
craft the book into publishable form. Fellow
author Penelope Todd proof-read the
book and added her four pence
worth too. Because this work
was done at my expense I was
now reluctant to hand the
fruits of my labour over to a
publisher. Like the little red

hen, I decided that whatever this book amounted to would be
entirely mine. I created Mangakino University Press. My wife
Jane did the cover photography and art students at my school
did the graphic work. It was published by a small New Zealand
printer, who, although more expensive than his Malaysian or
Hong Kong counterparts, could do small print runs at very short
notice.
As my publisher had warned me, creating a book is relatively
straight forward, but promoting it was very difficult, especially
for self-published authors. She was absolutely correct. I sent out
70 copies to every media outlet I could think of but
nearly always, it was to no avail. No reviews, no
acknowledgement of the book at all, for the most
part. Few shops were willing to stock it because,
as they told me as I stood on their premises
clutching a fist full of books, ‘How will people
know your book exists?’ The New Zealand Post
Book awards have changed all that.
It was a risky move, self-publishing, but it
seems to have paid off. Would I recommend it
to others? Not unless you are desperate. It is
costly and immensely time consuming.
However this story, unlike most of my novels,
seems to have a ‘happily ever after’
ending. Like any
difficult
accomplishment, I
am able to now look
back on the whole
eight year process
with a measure of
satisfaction.
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NZ Post Children's choice

Classy selections in

NZ Post Children’s

Choice Awards
NZSA sponsored award demonstrates that children still have good taste when it comes to
reading books. The New Zealand Society of Authors has sponsored the Children’s Choice
award since 2010 with funding from Creative New Zealand.

T

David Hill – debt to Uncle Fred.

Mary-anne Scott – teenage angst.

Kyle Mewburn – mule with dreams.

10

he Children’s Choice selection for the Junior Fiction category was My Brother’s War
by New Plymouth author, David Hill. His book was also the winner of the actual Junior
Fiction award. It tells the story of two brothers who have very different perspectives and
experiences of World War I.
William eagerly volunteers to go to the front line while Edmund is a conscientious objector and
refuses to fight. Both young men will end up on the bloody battlefields of France but their
journeys there, while parallel, are completely different. While William learns to throw hand
grenades at training camp, Edmund is arrested, and when William travels to France as a soldier,
Edmund is transported as a prisoner and forced to work on the front line. The book was published
by Penguin Group NZ.
David has been a full time writer for 26 years. His fiction and non-fiction for adults has been
published in various magazines and anthologies. He also writes book reviews and a column for the
NZ Listener. His novels, plays and short stories for teenagers and younger readers have been
published in eight languages, and have won awards in NZ, Australia, Germany, Japan, the UK and
the USA. He believes the Children’s Choice award has a great deal of merit.
CENTRAL FIGURE
“The fact that any book meets with approval from its intended market is a real encouragement to
any writer. It gives you increased confidence to persist with the formula,” he said.
“My Brother’s War owes a great deal to my dear old Uncle Fred, my Dad’s much older brother,
who was only 16 when WW1 broke out, but who lied about his age to enlist, was wounded on the
Western Front, and carried shrapnel in his body for the rest of his life. I remember this gentle old
retired farmer who played bowls all the time, whom I thought was ordinary and dull, and whose
story I didn’t hear from my Dad till after Uncle Fred’s death. No, it didn’t instantly set me writing
about him – but when I began thinking out the book, Uncle F became a central figure in my mind.
There’s a good deal of him in the two young protagonists,” David said.
In the Young Adult section, the Children Choice award went to Snakes and Ladders by
Hawke’s Bay writer Mary-anne Scott , published by Scholastic – described by the awards panel as
“a gritty and realistic novel” based on the life of a New Zealand student called Finn Fletcher.
In the book, Finn comes from what could be considered a dysfunctional family. His dad is an
old-school musician who does drugs and is more of a friend to Finn than a father. His mother,
Anne, is a struggling single mother who has trouble relating to her son and providing him with the
boundaries that young teenage boys need.
Finn has a number of issues to deal with including relationships with girls, fitting into his new
school and feeling ashamed of his family and his father’s impending sentencing. His life revolves
around his sport, music and friends. Finn feels like the adults in his life just don’t understand him.
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Throughout the story the reader is aware that Finn might be hiding something
that is tormenting him but it is not until his friend Hobbsie dies that Finn comes
to a realisation about what is important – honesty and accepting responsibility
for your own actions. Dealing with the guilt and grief that surrounds Hobbsie’s
tragic death gives Finn the courage that he needs to face up to his past.
Snakes and Ladders has been described as “written in easy-to- understand
colloquial language and containing topical issues” and “a fast-paced novel with
broad appeal.”
FOUR SONS’ INFLUENCE
Mary-anne lives in Havelock North with husband Paul and a “spoilt” Jack
Russell. They have four sons aged between 28 and 21, all now living away
from home.
“I’ve worked as a musician for most of my adult life, teaching cello and guitar
and playing and singing at wineries and weddings,” Mary-anne said. “I started
writing 20 years ago, mainly short stories, but I’ve tried my hand at poetry,
songs, children’s picture books and eventually, a novel.
“When I began Snakes and Ladders, I had four teenage sons, and the
protagonist – Finn was another boy to laugh with, worry about and cry over. My
days back then seemed filled with sport and mud, music and battles, teenage
drinking, parties, girlfriends, plenty of laughter and food, food and more food. I
would set my alarm for 5am and get up and write my novel until it was time to
wake the real boys up for school.
“Gradually, I found a pattern for telling my story;
the chapters took shape and the characters became
people I got to know. I poured some of my angst and
fears into the imaginary world of Finn Fletcher.
“I read somewhere: ‘I write because I am afraid to
say things out loud.’ I remember being constantly
nervous in those teenage years and sometimes I
worried that I wouldn’t be able to get all four through
to adulthood without serious injury, addiction or jail
time! The parties, especially the after-balls, seemed a
recipe for disaster,” Mary-anne remembered.
“During the years I was writing Snakes and
Ladders, one of my sisters – Jude Watson, was
embarking on her own new career in editing. It was
very lucky that we had each other as she practised her
craft on me and I listened to what she knew about
shape, plot etc. She was encouraging and believed in
Snakes and Ladders as a story, but she was also
honest and let me know when I’d strayed off-piste.
“Being part of the NZ Post book awards was a real
buzz and I was thrilled to win the category section for
Children’s Choice. I was also very surprised,”
she concluded.
Winner of the Children’s Choice section in the Picture Book category was
Melu by Kyle Mewburn, with illustrations Ali Teo and John O'Reilly. The book
was published by Scholastic.
In the story, Melu has always been different. While the other mules
stubbornly clip-clop around the sun-baked hills, Melu dreams of swimming in
the glittering green sea below. But reaching it will prove difficult.
Kyle says that like many of his stories, “Melu is about friendship and following
your own unique path.” The book has been released both as a hardcover and in
te reo as Ko Meru.
In the Non-fiction section, the children’s choice was Kiwi: the real story by
Annemarie Florian, illustrated by Heather Hunt, published by New Holland.
NZSA also sponsors the Best First Book Award which went to Hugh Brown for
his young adult novel, Reach. Hugh lives in Paekakariki with his three kids,
where he “writes, edits, gardens and plays music.”
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E-books

T

The ins
and
outs of
selling
e-books
Chair of the Waikato branch
of NZSA, Julie Thomas,
gives her thoughts on the best
ways of selling e-books. Julie’s
e-book novel – The Keeper of
Secrets, was picked up by Harper
Collins in 2012 for international
publication as a trade paperback
in June this year. Amazon sold
out of the paperback in 12 days
and had to restock. Many of the
major chains in the US had to
re-order in less than a month.
Australia sold out with pre-orders
and had to delay the launch while
it ordered in more stock.

12
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here are many things I could tell you about writing and selling an
e-book – far more than I can fit on a page:
Quality manuscript: It sounds obvious but write the best quality
manuscript you can. People will judge all your work by the first book
they read, it will either be the first book they read or the only book they
read, and you want it to be the first. Don’t put it anywhere until you are,
genuinely, completely happy with it.
Learn the craft – learn what makes work exciting, how to build suspense,
how to make a character change.Wanting to break the rules without first
learning the rules isn’t a sign that you’re a creative genius – it’s a sign that
you’re lazy.
Professional proof-reading: Make sure you have your work
professionally proof read. This is a must. There are hundreds of thousands
of e-books available and many of them have not been proof-read. Nothing
puts readers off faster than spelling mistakes, poor grammar, lack of
punctuation and clumsy sentences. Get yourself a proof reader who can
also edit – there are hundreds of them around. Before you hire anyone,
send them a piece of work and ask them to send it back proofed. That way
you can see what they do. The average is about $30-40 an hour and it may
sound like too much of an expense. I promise you it’ll be worth every dollar.
Dramatic cover: Your cover is very important. It must be clear and it must
show what the book is about. It must ‘sell’ the book in the few seconds a
scrolling reader will take to look at it and it must do that in thumbnail size.
So, it has to reduce and still be clear and dramatic. There are websites that
allow you to upload images and make your own covers for a nominal charge.
Make sure you only use copyright-free images – otherwise, you’re stealing.
If you don’t think you have the skill to do this, give it a go, it’s amazing
what you can do with a little practice. But if it still doesn’t work, there are
numerous people offering their services on the internet. Check out their
work thoroughly and make sure you like what you see. You will get to
approve a proof – make sure you know how many changes you’ve agreed to
and give yourself enough of a budget to get it the way you want it. It’s a
very important selling tool.
Self-formatting: I format my work myself. I taught myself how by
downloading the free instruction manuals that Amazon and Smashwords
provide. It’s written for the lay person and if you follow it step by step, it
isn’t hard. It is time consuming – the first formatting for Smashwords took
me about eight hours straight – now it takes around three, depending on
the length of the work. But it saves around $400 per book.
FEWER CONSTRAINTS
Remember that an e-book does not have the physical constraints of a
print book. It has no page numbers because you can alter the font and the
font size on an e-reader, so everyone’s experience of the e-book will be
different.
The best advice I can give you is: write it in Word, take your finished,
proofed and ready-to-go Word.doc and make a copy. Never format the
original! Cut and paste the copy into the Notebook function in Word. This is
called ‘nuclear formatting’ and it will destroy all the ‘hidden’ formatting
that Word puts into it. Then cut and paste the Notebook copy back into a
clean, new Word document. Then follow the directions from there and
format it the way they want it.
Synopsis that sells: As part of the uploading experience you will need
to write a ‘product description’. This is a short synopsis and it’s what your
potential buyers will read, if your cover and the subject matter catches
their attention. It’s a selling tool and it needs to convince them. Make it
POP! Write it and rewrite it until it does – read it to anyone who has read
the book and see if they think it adequately explains the work. Read it to
those who haven’t and see if they understand it. Take time over this step –
it means sales.

Tip: Have a look at the uploading pages before you do them –
they ask questions about genre, tag words, rights, worldwide
distribution...make sure you understand all this and have your
answers ready so you don’t get tripped up when you’re uploading
the book.
Effective tags: You also get to add tags to your Amazon and
Smashwords book pages. These are words that people use to
search for books to read. You can add up to 15 tags – make them
relevant to the book and general enough so that people who read
that genre will find your book.
Author pages important: Your author pages on these sites
are important tools. You can post a picture, a short bio, links to
the books. People will want to find you, read about you. Include
some humour and wit, make yourself sound as if you write
things worth reading and make it obvious you care about your
work. Passionate readers like reading work by people who are
passionate about writing.
Selling platforms: Once you have uploaded the work, you know
it’s there but no-one else does. Amazon, Smashwords, itunes,
Barnes and Noble etc. offer you a platform to sell from and they
take a percentage. It differs – some take 30%, some 40%, some
take 70% – it depends on the pricing/royalty format you choose.
But they don’t do as much to promote the books as they say
they will. It’s the old cart before the horse – if your work sells, it
climbs up the rankings and gets reviews and then it starts to be
promoted by people other than yourself.
BEST INTERNET PROMOTIONS
The good news is that there are literally thousands of ways you
can promote your work on the internet; the bad news is that
every one of them takes time. The best ways are these:
• Have a new book up, that will result in sales of your
back catalogue.
• Join sites – Good Reads, Author’s Den, Your Books, Book Blogs,
Book2Heart – there are hundreds. Some are better than others.
Put up author pages and join in, review books, post on the
forums, help others and they will help you.
• Read Amazon forums and post on them, but observe the rules
closely – they are very hard on people who just show up to
promote and/or promote on the wrong pages.
• Write a blog – make it regular and interesting and talk about
stuff other than writing. Visit Book Blogs – you will find
bloggers who are happy to review/promote your book and
interview you.
• Visit forums around the subject matter in your books. I posted
about my Dad’s book in WW2 forums, Spitfire forums etc. and
they all devoured it. Be polite – tell them why you’re there and
that this book might just interest them. They’re passionate
about the subject – if they love it, they will review it and word
of mouth becomes very powerful.
• Tweet, not just about your work, and retweet and talk to
people. Follow interesting tweeters and talk to them – they will
answer you if you’re interesting, funny and polite. I tweet
regularly with Joanne Harris, an English author who has
written among other novels, Chocolat. We met once, years ago
at a Readers and Writers Festival in Auckland, but I hadn’t
talked to her again until we started tweeting. She was happy to
check the cover of my last book and gave me some invaluable
advice about the font.
• Have a Facebook page and use it – friend people who are in

Learn the craft – learn what makes work
exciting, how to build suspense, how to
make a character change.Wanting to
break the rules without first learning the
rules isn’t a sign that you’re a creative
genius – it’s a sign that you’re lazy.
the industry and in the subject matter you write about. If you
need help with research, ask them, acknowledge their help. Set
up a Facebook page for your book and invite your friends to
like it and pass it on. Keep your readers up to date with what is
going on.
• Use the back pages of your work to cross-promote. This reader
has just finished your book – thank them for doing so and tell
them where they can find other work by you. I always suggest
that if they want to know when I have new work up they send
me an email with ‘Book Alert’ in the subject line and give them
an email address for that purpose. I get several a day and I
email them back and thank them and let them know about new
work. Some have gone on to writer’s sites and logged onto my
page and clicked the fan button, so I have fans. That is a new
experience, I assure you.
Good reviews are gold dust. They sell books faster than
anything else. People search e-book sites looking for books with
lots of five star reviews. Sales will move you higher up the
rankings and many people check the rankings for popular books.
So, it’s a circle and it starts with good quality work.
Good luck and stay positive!
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Golden yarns

Interesting issues
at this year’s

NZSA
Beatson
Fellowship
2013
With grateful
thanks to Peter
and Dianne
Beatson this
award opens in
August 2013.
It provides
the successful
applicant with
$7,000 and the
option of one
month’s residency
in a cottage at
Foxton Beach.
In 2013 the
fellowship has
been awarded
Mandy Hager.

Closing date:
28 September
For application
form and further
information visit our
website
www.authors.org.nz
or email
office@nzauthors.org.nz
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Golden
Yarns

Golden Yarns, the Children’s Writers & Illustrators Hui 2013,
was hosted by Te Tai Tamariki and held at Medbury School
in Christchurch over Queen’s Birthday weekend. One of
the participants was National Council representative from
the NZSA’s Northland branch, Diana Menefy. This is Di’s
account of what she observed.

F

or those of us who had not visited Christchurch since the earthquakes,
the most poignant session of the weekend was the power-point
presented by Mary Sangster who took the 60-strong audience through
the story of Te Tai Tamariki and the Christchurch Children’s Bookshop
from before the earthquakes up till now – leaving them still positive but a
shadow of their former selves. The pictures of the incredible mess inside, the
story of the drawn-out process of the recovery of books and original artwork,
and the gradual but complete destruction of the premises that housed both
the trust and the bookshop, left most of us feeling a huge admiration for all those concerned.
Despite this, Te Tai Tamariki’s touring exhibitions continue to take artwork to children
throughout New Zealand, reflecting the commitment and passion put in by the organisers led by
Gavin Bishop, Rosemary Bonkowski and Mary Sangster.
ANOTHER HUI HIGHLIGHT
Another highlight of the hui was the opportunity to browse the exhibition of the leading
contenders for the Gavin Bishop Award for picture book illustrators. The weekend started with
a Friday night informal get-together over drinks and nibbles, followed by a session on ‘Burning
Issues’ and a dinner of pizza.
On Saturday Greg O’Brien gave the keynote address on the life of illustrator Graeme Perry.
‘The joy of art and living inside art’ shone through the accompanying illustrations. One quote
that took my fancy was: ‘What is difficult is not the making but putting oneself in a state
conductive to the making.’ Something most of us can relate to. I also learnt that kiwis can swim
amazingly well – a fact few know.
The rest of Saturday was split into two series of workshops for practising writers on process
and genre: Jane Higgins on first-draft techniques (Diving In), Joanna Orwin on revision
techniques (Adding Value) and Anna Rogers on the editor’s role (Less is More) ran at the same
time, and in the afternoon was Simon Pollard on non-fiction, Kyle Mewburn on picture-book
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writing and Fleur Beale on social realism.
Listening to the feedback after the sessions it
was clear that all were good value and the
biggest complaint was having to choose
between them.
For a ‘foodie fan’ like me, Saturday night’s
dinner at the Chateau on the Park was one of
the highlights of the weekend. The food was
superb, and the company and entertainment
great – although I think a fair amount of
skulduggery went on in solving the literary quiz.
Sunday’s keynote speaker was Kate de Goldi,
who drew us into the fascinating life of Susan
Price and her amazing collection. Listening to
Kate is like hearing poetry – words are woven
into patterns and the pleasure of the language
enthrals. And now we have to wait until her
project is completed and the book comes out.
The rest of Sunday was devoted to panel
discussions. The first was on the role of
professional organisations and featured Maggie
Tarver (NZ Authors), Sarah Forster (NZ Book
Council) and Tessa Duder (Storylines). It was
interesting that this session answered most of
the queries brought up in Friday night’s session
and Maggie was able to give clear answers on
the processes in place to solve – or move on
from – the issues that concerned most of
those present.
ILLUSTRATION INTRICACIES
Before lunch, Kyle Mewburn gave a talk on
raising the profile of children’s writers and
illustrators, and lunch was followed by a
discussion (with illustrations) on graphic novels
by Ant Sang and Dylan Horrocks. Most of us
were stunned by the amount of work required
to tell a story and the intricacies of moving the
drawings/story forward.
The day finished off with two more panels:
‘educational publications and outlets’ with
Susan Paris (Learning Media) Maria Gill
(author) and Jenny Cooper (illustrator), then
‘e-books and self-publishing’ with Maggie
Tarver, Raymond Huber and Adele Broadbent.
Both sessions generated interesting discussion
and useful information. To finish the day, to the
delight of those present, Maggie Tarver
presented Gavin Bishop with the NZSA (PEN
Inc.) President of Honour award.
The weekend was a wonderful experience of
the warm hospitality of the Christchurch
children’s writers and illustrators, with a good
venue, delicious food, and sufficient time
between sessions to catch up with friends and
make new ones. Our thanks go to the organising
committee: Gavin Bishop, Rosemary Bonkowski,
Mary Sangster, Joanna Orwin, Peter Bray Cilla
Clements, Rosemary Sladen and Belynda Smith
and their sponsors.

From left: Maria Gill,
Melinda Szymanik
and Fifi Colston.

From left: Ruth Paul,
Adele Broadbent and
Kyle Mewburn.(

Greg O’Brien
and Kate de
Goldi.
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TOp of the south

Perfect Writing Day,
share and tell time, for
Marlborough writers: From
left: Craig Grant, June
Bowen, Paula Bayley, Wendy
Knox and Stella Wadsworth
(the hostess for the day).

Distances brings
challenges for TOS writers
Isolation is a problem for many writers and artists, but for
those living in the territory of our Top of the South branch,
where long distances make it difficult to just drop in on
other members, there are several ways of making good
fellowship possible, says branch Chair, Dot Scott.

T

he Top of the South
branch of NZSA is a
geographical nightmare
in terms of distance, access
and communication. We have
members south and west
of Blenheim, Picton and
throughout the Sounds, some
of whom have boat access only
to their homes, so meeting in
person is quite a mission.
To travel from Blenheim to Nelson,
although it looks like maybe a skip and a
jump on the map and is also only about
120 km by road, involves an hour and a
half to two hours of slow travel over two
mountain ranges.
Likewise, from Takaka in Golden Bay to
Nelson – a distance of 90 km – the same
amount of travel time is needed, over
another steep and winding mountain road.
Golden Bay is unique in that it is very
isolated; there is only one way in or out
and if the road is blocked, the district is
completely cut off.
The Nelson area is large and is the
catchment for most or our TOS members,
including three from the West Coast

16

region. With one of these in
Hokitika, one in Greymouth – a
good half hour away by road
– and one in Westport, a further
94 km, there isn’t much chance
for the West Coast members to
meet. Instead they work alone,
but all are prolific and published
writers. The glue holding us all
together is the weekly TOS
newsletter sent out by Chrissie Ward
via email.
SOMETHING UNIQUE
For these reasons, we all tend to ‘work in
our own back yard’ but have something
unique to our own area that any of us can
take part in. Golden Bay holds an Annual
‘Bay Lit’ Competition, involving both
writers and poets; Nelson holds a popular
monthly ‘Writers at Luncheon’ where
writers can drift in at any time between
11.30-1.30 pm, have coffee or lunch
and enjoy their 15 minute speaker. The
event is so popular that extra tables are
sometimes needed at the venue.
In Marlborough we meet monthly;
challenging ourselves with 100 words on a
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given subject. This month (July) it
involves the words sauvignon blanc – have
a speaker or improve our writing skills
and generally enjoy each other’s company.
This coming month, we’ll forget about
advancing our skills and sit back with a
wine or two at our Midwinter Dinner.
Today as I write, we are holding our yearly
‘Perfect Writing Day’. This idea was
conceived by one of our members several
years ago when he suggested a shared day
of writing would be a great thing to do.
It is, and we bring scones or similar for
our tea/coffee, something to share for
lunch (somebody always brings soup) and
start our day at 9.30 am, beginning with a
cuppa and breaking for lunch about 12.30.
We usually stop what we’re doing about
2-2.30 so we can share what we’ve done,
talk about it and go home – written-out
but happy with our shared day of
fellowship and shared interest.
ANNUAL RETREAT
Our inaugural Writers’ Retreat was held
last year at Richmond Estate in Rai Valley
and by popular request has become an
annual event. We will be holding this
year’s retreat on the week-end of the
18-20th October and the venue is easily
accessible from either Marlborough or
Nelson. It is open to both members and
non-members of NZSA nationally and is a
wonderful weekend of writing, fellowship
and learning. This year’s convenor will be
Ro Cambridge of Nelson.
Mount Richmond Estate was originally a
forestry camp, but is now a convention
venue with stand-alone luxury units, a
restaurant and meeting room. For further
details, see the advertisement elsewhere
in the magazine.

Publishing trends

Frankfurt and beyond
At the National AGM of The New Zealand Society
of Authors (PEN NZ Inc.) in early June, CEO
Maggie Tarver presented a far-reaching address,
ranging from an informative background on the
Frankfurt Book Fair to an examination of current
trends in publishing and the NZSA’s changing
role. The following day, the National Council
decided the Society would not repeat last year’s
presence at Frankfurt in 2014. Because of that
decision, this coverage of the address leaves out
some of Maggie’s introductory background on the
fair but includes most of the subsequent material.

W

Maggie Tarver and
Richard Webster
outside the Frankfurt
Book Fair last year.

hat we did has never been done
before. We were treading new
ground and learning on the job.
Was it successful? Well that depends on
your interpretation of success.
The Society covered its costs. At least
two authors have signed contracts with
overseas publishers as a direct result of
their works being at the Fair. Others
have secured overseas agents, and at
least one is negotiating a distribution
agreement. Out of 40 books that isn’t a
bad hit rate, but in order to justify that
there needs to be an understanding of
how the Fair works.
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The Fair is about setting up and building
on relationships and contacts. 56% of
exhibitors who attended in 2012 said their
main goal was to refresh existing customer
contacts. It takes years to build up these
relationships and a lot of hard work before
and after the Fair. Before it, approaches
are made, appointments set up,
expressions of interest established – all of
these MUST happen before, so the Book
Fair itself is merely a channel for that
work. If the work isn’t done then the Fair
doesn’t work. Most contracts are
negotiated after the Fair, rarely during,
and these can sometimes take months to
conclude. Once these deals are done the
relationship is established and followed-up
the next year with the next set of titles in
a similar genre. Most publishers don’t
expect to get anything finalised
immediately and certainly not in their
first year.
This was made clear to our authors
beforehand and much was done to help
them through this process. Some authors
did attempt to follow-up on the
recommendations. Others recognised that
they were either unable or unwilling to do
this work themselves and paid for a third
party, mainly Oratia Media, to do it for
them. But many did nothing at all. This
represented a problem. Some books had
more exposure, more interest and obtained
results. Others didn’t. It wasn’t an even
process for everyone. Self promotion is one
of the biggest challenges for the indie
author but it is absolutely necessary. It
must be understood that if you want to go
down this route then you must grit your
teeth and do the work – or pay someone to
do it for you. Frankfurt is no different. You
cannot simply send your book to the
Frankfurt Fair and hope that someone is
going to walk past the stand, see your book
sitting there, and sign you up. It doesn’t
happen like that. It takes a lot of hard work
and effort. It would be fair to say that the
most successful of our authors are the ones
who put in the most work.
DEFINITE SUCCESSES
There were most definitely successes for
the Society as an organisation. As a direct
result of our attendance, I have established
the e-publishing prize with Kobo and am
negotiating other opportunities with them. I
made contact with International PEN, which
was followed up in London and resulted
in them funding the PEN session at the
AWRF this year. I met representatives from
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Amazon, the UK PLR, the International
Authors Forum and more. Our presence
has strengthened our relationships with
these international organisations which is
vital in the current environment. Visits to
our website for the month of October 2012
rose dramatically by 50%, and since then
we have seen unusual growth in overseas
memberships. Our presence gave the NZSA
visibility internationally – it put us on the
map as an organisation that was doing
something for its members. So yes – from
my perspective our attendance at the fair
in 2012 was a success. And should we go
again? I think so.
If we go again ... then I know we can
improve how we do this. The first thing to



Territorial restrictions
is another. Territorial
restrictions inhibit
access to digital
readers by only
allowing purchases in
certain areas. This is
a hang-over from the
print era and makes no
sense whatsoever on
the world-wide-web.



overcome is the Frankfurt Book Fair
website. It is essential to register as an
indievidual and there is a cost of 64 Euros
associated with this (about $104). Some of
our authors either couldn’t or didn’t want
to pay this additional cost, but having
been through the process, I can assure
you it is absolutely essential. This cost
should be built into the fee charged for
each book up front. Once registered, you
have full access to the Frankfurt Book Fair
Website and are able to search for
publishers by genre and/or country/region.
You are then able to drill into the details
and find names of indieviduals at that
publishing house and their contact details
– something it’s not easy to find outside of
this site. You can then either send them an
email from your own system or send them
an appointment invitation through the
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Fair site. This is the only realistic way you
will get appointments at the Fair.
But the website is complex and
confusing. You need a degree to navigate
your way around it and this I know was
daunting for most of our authors. But once
the initial confusion is overcome the
website offers an easy way for authors to
get in front of publishers. Two of our
authors in particular worked together to
crack the site – Nikki Harre and Claire
Feeney – and as a result they were the
busiest and most successful of our authors.
There are basically three types of contract
that could be negotiated. These are:
• Rights and Co-edition sales – A basic
sale of rights is the most likely type of
contract you will negotiate. Make sure
you specify what you are selling and
what you are not selling.
• Distribution Agreements – Only go for a
distribution agreement if you can’t sell
anything. The distribution agreement
means that you produce the book and
you ship it to the publisher overseas.
• Single – Publisher Agent – This is where
you strike a deal with a publisher for all
your titles.
The value of a rights agreement will vary
from country to country. It is advisable to
enter into negotiations with clear goals
– know what you want beforehand. Be
sure that you specify the language and
territory granted.
This advice, of course, applies in the
current territorial environment and
predominantly for print works. Make sure
the publisher is responsible for marketing
costs in their market and if possible ask
for the contract to be in English and in NZ
dollars.
Royalty rates vary geographically with
some areas as high as 10% and others only
half of that.
A Suggested Clauses for Rights and
Co-editions Contract was developed
together with Tips on Selling Rights at
Frankfurt and these are available on our
website in the Members Only area – log in,
then go to Members Resources on the
right hand menu, click on Contracts and
both are there in PDF format for you to
download.
In any future attendance, I would like to
offer a premium package for a limited
number of authors who wish and are able
to take up this option. This will offer the
services of a third party that will work the
site, make the appointments, and go to the
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Fair on your behalf to sell your book. But
they won’t do it for free so it will of
necessity be offered at a premium. This
would include
• Familiarisation and assessment of
material
• Researching then contacting overseas
publishers and agents to propose right
sales
• Supplying finished sample PDFs and
setting up meetings in advance
• Attendance and completion of meetings
at the Fair
So any future attendance would follow a
different process – with hopefully even
better results.
MAJOR TRANSFORMATION
But the question of our attendance at
Frankfurt is part of a much bigger picture.
The publishing sector is undergoing its
biggest challenge since the invention
of the printing press. The internet has
changed everything. And it is both a
blessing and a curse.
Trade publishing over the past twenty
years has been transitioning from what it
has been for the previous century and the
burning question at the moment is what
will trade publishing transition to and how
will this affect writers. Until as recently as
2007 85% of print was sold in stores – now
that is only 32% according to the latest
Bowker information. What will the
publishing world look like when it doesn’t
primarily reach readers through
bookstores any more? The consolidation
of trade publishers such as the Penguin
Random House merger, will according to
Mike Shatzkin, form the basis of the future
which will mean that the paths to
traditional publishing will rest in the
hands of a very few. The barriers to entry
to becoming a ‘book publisher’ have
collapsed, particularly with e-books, and
we are seeing new models evolve through
Google, Amazon, Kobo, Smashwords, Book
Baby and more – including tens of
thousands of indievidual authors, a few of
whom are achieving startling success. Will
self-publishing offer a counterbalance or
merely produce a status stratification
between the chosen and everyone else?
Self-published authors are coming
together in entrepreneuralistic ways,
generating a presence and power in
certain contexts. E-book growth has not
plateaued as previously inferred but is
expanding – provided you include
self-published authors in the official data.

E-book sales have hit the one billion mark
in the US alone and self-published authors
are an entire category all to themselves.
Whether we like I or not things are
changing – so rapidly it is difficult to keep
up to date. Just when you think things are
settling down a new issue arises – a new
class action, a new international copyright
grab, a new self-publishing scam. And
sometimes from the least likely corner.
The digital revolution is here and there is
no going back. We’re at a cross-roads and
we have the potential to develop or
destroy the opportunities the internet
offers. But it is this digital environment
that has made publishers nervous. There
were still 32% of exhibitors at the
Frankfurt Fair 2012 that did not offer
digital and only 8.5% that offered
exclusively digital products. Publishers
have actively blocked digital lending
development; they have been found guilty
of price fixing for e-books through the
agency model in an attempt to keep retail
prices artificially inflated; and the
copyright regime has proven not to work
– the three strikes and your out policy
failed overseas and it is failing here. Fear
is behind these moves but fear is not the
basis on which to move forward.
DESTRUCTIVE RIGIDITY
Rigidly sticking to existing rules and
imposing outdated models on new
technology is self-destructive. Just
because things have always been done
in a certain way doesn’t mean that they
can continue to be done that way in the
new environment. The biggest mistake we
can make is to try and force print models
on a digital platform. It’s like putting a
square peg in a round hole. E-lending
is one example. Territorial restrictions
is another. Territorial restrictions
inhibit access to digital readers by only
allowing purchases in certain areas.
This is a hang-over from the print era
and makes no sense whatsoever on the
world-wide-web. Territories in a digital
environment encourage piracy. I know.
People tell me. They say “I give it three
attempts. If I can’t get it after the third
try because it’s out of territory, then I’ll
pirate it.” So it seems to me that visibility
and availability is a positive proactive way
to address piracy. And it works. Piracy of
videos in the US has dropped significantly
since the introduction of a new video
streaming network that has improved
access. So I am trying to set up a NZ


The digital revolution
is here and there is
no going back.


Literature website where you can search
and find as many of NZ books as we can
get on there and direct readers to where
you can buy or lend. I’m looking at crowd
sourcing options with the help of Nathan
Torkington, one of the Directors from
InternetNZ. But I digress.
Fear is stopping us growing with the
internet. Fear will destroy the
opportunities for the next generation. And
the real fear is the fear of change. New
technologies have developed new rules
and it is necessary to look for new ways to
grow with them.
AUTHOR POWER
Authors have more readily embraced
the digital environment and as a result the
power is back in their hands. It is in my
opinion more exciting to be an author now
than it has been for centuries. And it is
therefore exciting for an organisation that
represents authors. The opportunities the
internet presents are endless and the
challenges these present are to be faced in
a new and innovative way.
What authors want or need from the
Society has changed dramatically over the
five years I have been in this position. And
it is my fervent belief that the Society
needs to change in order to meet these
new demands. Frankfurt is part of that
change. And our focus must be on the
consequential impact on writing and
publishing in NZ. The future of our literary
culture and how this impacts on our
authors and consequently the core
purposes of the NZSA.
There are many self-publishing and
co-publishing companies setting up all
over the world, but many don’t deliver. It
is sad to note that even Penguin’s
self-publishing arm, Author Solutions, is
being sued for deceptive practices. And I
believe that it’s our role to protect our
authors and at the same time ensure that
standards of publication are maintained. It
concerns me when authors say ‘I don’t
need an editor – I edit my own work.’
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Cutting corners with assessing, editing, design,
layout, and printing is not the answer. It not
only drags down the literary and publishing
industry but has the potential of impacting
negatively on literacy standards of future
generations.
These cost-cutting practices also create the
problem of credibility and consequently
availability. The stigma around self-publishing
still exists and, without any quality control
measures, it can be difficult to sell and
distribute an indie-published book. There are
many who are willing to move on if they can
find a way. Libraries tell me that they don’t
take self-published books because there is no
way of knowing what’s any good and in
particular what’s been published to a high
standard – and by that they mean the editing.
Distributors and retails have a similar attitude.
Sites like Smashwords are starting to lose their
reputation – because they accept anything
without a vetting process, and it is hard to find
the good works among the millions available.
We are on the brink of a creative renaissance
in terms of quantity – but not necessarily
quality. And I believe that the NZSA has a role
to play in this changing environment.
The role of gatekeeper in relation to quality
control has traditionally been played by
publishers. It would be easy for agents to step
up into this role as has been the case with
some overseas agents who are now starting
their own publishing arm, but I don’t believe
that this is likely to happen in NZ where the
literary agency culture is not strong. Most
self-published fiction is not good, but a small
percentage is excellent and some go on to
achieve top awards – even in NZ. How can we
support the good stuff?
RELIABLE ALTERNATIVES
It must be said that publishers still have plenty
of capabilities to offer authors. There are
still stores with shelves and a big publisher
can build on that and increase presence very
well – love it or hate it Fifty Shades of Grey
probably would not have sold the tens of
millions of copies it did if it had remained a
self-published book. But the opportunity to
be published by a trade publisher in NZ is
becoming ever more unlikely. Conventional
publishing will be for a few elite authors with
established reputations, and the majority of
our members will be and are looking for safe
and reliable alternatives. What can we do to
support them?
In the US, the Independent Authors Guild
has evolved – in the UK, The Alliance of
Independent Authors. A body of some sort is
needed in NZ. In my opinion it could be a body
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that assists these authors through the process
of publishing – offers support, advice, and
guidance, and can provide the various services
needed along the path towards publication.
Having gone through this process they are
then eligible to bear the brand of the
organization. This will tell libraries and
retailers that this book has achieved a
professional standard of publication. And
these books can then be confidently
represented at Frankfurt.
Is it the role of the NZSA to set up such a
body? Well our development programmes
already do this to some extent with the mentor
programme naturally leading on to the
assessment programme which is designed to
get a manuscript to an advanced stage ready
for submission to a publisher. I have been
negotiating with various bodies and it looks
like we’ll be able to offer an editing programme
next year which is the next natural step
through this process. So we already have some
processes in place. Is it possible for us to take
this to that next stage? If not us, then who?
DIGITAL EXPLOSION
The industry is changing. And everyone is
affected. From writers, to publishers, licensing
agencies, distributors, book stores, libraries
and right down to the reader – the digital
explosion is impacting on our lives. And as
a result the demands that members make of
us are changing and it is important that we
change with that in order to remain relevant.
We can no longer do what we have always
done and we must seek new ways to grow and
lead the way in this changing environment in
order to remain relevant and viable. We must
lead to ensure that NZ literature continues to
be available, writers continue to be published
and adequately rewarded for their work and –
just as importantly, standards are maintained.
Writers are no longer just writers. They are
writers and publishers. And we must support
them as much as we can throughout the entire
process from conception to development, and
through production to marketing, visibility and
availability. The boundary between writing and
publishing advice has become muddied.
EXCITING TIMES
I don’t have all the answers but I do know that
we must have this conversation – we must
reinvent ourselves for the 21st Century and
beyond. I think we are on the brink of a very
exciting change. Opportunities are opening
up for us to lead the way – to be proactive not
reactive – and to be the best that we can be in
this new environment. Change is always hard
but it is the only thing that is constant. And
this is an opportunity for change.
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Report of a meeting of
the National Council of
The New Zealand Society
of Authors (PEN NZ Inc)
Sunday 9 June 2013
Copyright Council

The Copyright Council is
considering a rebranding and has
been calling for suggestions from
within its membership. If anyone
has any ideas please send them
to Maggie director@nzauthors.
org.nz
NetHui – Wellington.

Our CEO is delighted and
extremely grateful to Baggage
Arts Charitable Trust who has
sponsored her flights to attend
the NetHui in Wellington this
year and have also arranged
accommodation. This means that
she will be able to speak up for
the rights of writers in the digital
environment at this conference. A
big thank you to Moira Wairama
and Paula Slack.
Golden Yarns

Maggie Tarver’s contributions
to two Gold Yarns panels at the
Hui in Christchurch on Sunday
2 June received some very
positive feedback.
PLR and Digital

Maggie Tarver reported that,
following her letter to the
Department of Internal Affairs,
she is to meet with Grant
Robertson on Wednesday 12
June to discuss the inclusion
of digital in the Public Lending
Right and an increase in the PLR
fund. Maggie undertook to also
address our concerns around the
School Journal, Learning Media
and the impact on the provision
of NZ content and terms offered
to writers.
CNZ Funding

CNZ have awarded the full
amount of funding requested
for the Christchurch workshops.
Details will be available once the
programme has been confirmed.
Branches can go independently
to Creative Communities for
funding for their local projects
now that we are no longer a
Kahikatea organisation with CNZ.
CNZ restrict the number of
applications we as an organisation
can make to four each year.
Therefore if branches wish to
apply for an Arts Grant or Quick

Response Grant the application
must come from National Office
where it can be consolidated with
other branches to ensure that
everyone gets an opportunity to
apply. Dates for funding
rounds are:

• Quick Response Grants – funds
up to $7,500 in total so it is
suitable for smaller projects.
We can apply for two of these
in any year. Closing Dates for
2013: 26/7/13; 25/10/13.
• Arts Grants – funds up to
$65,000 in total. We can apply
for two of these in any year –
one of these is dedicated to
National Office Programmes
and Awards – therefore only
one of these is available for
a programme of events from
multiple branches. Next date
will be Feb/March 2014 as
the 6/9/13 round is for the
Programmes.
Please prepare your funding
application and send to Maggie
director@nzauthors.org.nz at
least three weeks before the
closing date.
Appointment of
Vice President

Maori Asian and
Pacific Writers

Involvement of writers from a
variety of ethnicities happens
through some branches and
initiatives driven by National
Office. It was generally agreed
to continue developing initiatives
in this area throughout the
organisation.
Raising Awareness

It has been noted that members
would like more interaction with
the National Council and various
ways to achieve this through
the Delegates was discussed.
M Tarver has initiated a regular
column in The NZ Author to
inform members of the activities
undertaken by National Office.
First column was in the June/
July 2013 issue. Comments
and feedback from members are
welcomed.
Appointment of Port-folio
group representatives

Discussion around these groups
was had and the National

N Wattie’s proposal re cash flow
was discussed and the NC agreed
to prepare a one page report on
goals for the year to be presented
with the Financial Statement at
the next AGM.
Greater student
involvement

Discussion around student
involvement was had and it
was suggested that we look at
devising a packet of workshops
for schools in specific areas and
how we could work with NZ Book
Council on this initiative. M Tarver
proposed that the membership
structure be reviewed by the
Strategic Review Committee.

Strategic Review Committee
appointments

NZ Author on-line

Applicants for the Strategic
Review Committee (SRC) were
considered by the National
Council. In the light of the high
calibre of the many applications
received, the decision was taken
to establish a small guiding body
and to work with our facilitator
and National Council in the early
stages of the review, deferring
the input of other applicants
until a later stage of the process.
The Council, therefore, voted
to appoint: Anna Mackenzie,
Annette Beattie and Martin Taylor
to the Committee. Terry Kilmister
was appointed as Facilitator.
Other applicants were encouraged
to send written submissions for
consideration. The first meeting
with the National Council will be
31 August 2013.

The following representatives were appointed by the National Council:
CLNZ

Vanda Symon to Dec 2014
Stephen Stratford to Dec 2013
Tony Simpson to Dec 2015

CLNZ Awards

To be confirmed.

Freedom of Expression

Bruce Erasmus – appointed 		
2013–to work closely with
Nelson Wattie and National Office.

University of Otago
Burns Fellowship

Sue Wootton – appointed 2013

Copyright Council

Maggie Tarver (Auckland)
Wellington – to be confirmed

International PEN

Nelson Wattie

NZ Post Book Awards
Management Committee

Rosemary Wildblood –
appointed 2011

NZ Book Council
International Writers Group

To be confirmed.

NZ Pen Writers in Prison Report

Lesley Marshall

Consultancy Group

Joan Rosier-Jones,
Gordon McLauchlan
David Elworthy

PLR Advisory Group

Karen Trebilcock (Chair)
– appointed 2012
Neville Peat

Whitireia Polytechnic
Advisory Group

Iona McNaughton
–appointed 2011

NorthTech Advisory Council

Talia Mana

NZSA Charitable Trust

A motion was presented to fully
explore the idea of rewriting
the Trust’s core purposes to
fit charitable registration and
suitable projects including the NZ
Literature website, orphan works
management, Wellington Writers
Walk and copyright bequests.

Strategic Plan 2014-2016

Appointment of Representatives

Anna Mackenzie was appointed
as Vice President 2013-2015
Matters carried over
from AGM

Council felt that they are currently
ineffective. A motion was approved
to put these groups on hold
until after the Strategic Review
Committee Report next year.

A motion was passed to roll over
the current plan for a further
year until the Strategic Review
Committee report is available.
Discussion around the possibility
of offering The NZ Author
on-line instead of in print was
discussed. It was agreed that
members should be asked if
they would prefer to receive the
publication digitally – a notice
to this effect will be put in the
August/September issue. If
you would like to receive the
bi-monthly publication digitally
please let Jan know office@
nzauthors.org.nz – she will
collate responses.
NZ Book Month

It was agreed to keep the
pressure on the various bodies
involved with NZ Book Month
to ensure focus is given to NZ
writers.
Representative’s
Report – CLNZ

It was recommended that all
branches approach CLNZ CEO,
P Browning, to present CLNZ
practices at branch meetings.
The National Council asked that
our paper calling for payments to
be made directly to authors be
kept in focus and reinforced the
need for all authors to contact
CLNZ to check what of their
work has been used.
NZ Election 2014

M Tarver asked for points of
focus for the 2014 Parliamentary
Election. Once identified, she
will put these on the website
for members and non-members
to access and take to their MP
if appropriate. Points identified
are: Public Lending Right and
digital lending; Education
Lending Right; The School
Journal and NZ content in
educational material; Copyright
Act review; TPPA and WIPO
copyright exceptions; NZ Book
Month. If anyone has other
matters that they feel should be
included please let Maggie know
director@nzauthors.org.nz
Frankfurt 2014

The National Council agreed
that we would not attend the
Frankfurt Book Fair in 2014.
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workshops: the first three-hour
session discussed how to start
writing, the second covered
poetry, the third prose – and
the final session discussed how
to revise work and perform/
read work. At the end, the
women were invited to
contribute to a chapbook, New
Beginnings, which was
assembled, published and
launched only two weeks later.

New Kiwi Women
Write: a community
workshop
Renee Liang is a poet, paediatrician,
playwright and short story writer. She has
been published in a number of anthologies
and journals, has toured three plays, is
working on a novel and her first collection
of poetry and is active on the Auckland
arts scene, particularly in communityfocused initiatives.

I

n 2011, I was approached
by Auckland Council
to deliver a writing
programme for Albany,
North Auckland, to provide
more cultural activities for
this under-resourced area. I
developed New Kiwi Women
Write Their Stories with Matt
Blomeley, who was the Arts
and Culture North advisor at
the time. From my medical
work, I knew that isolation was
a big issue, particularly with
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migrant women. We decided to
invite migrant women only and
chose as venue the Glenfield
Community Centre, handy to
childcare and public transport.
I wanted to provide a room
of one’s own, where in the
company of established
writers, these women could
take a few hours out from their
busy lives to sit and actually
write. Myself, Janet Charman
and Sarah Laing guided the
women through four weekly
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CULTURAL DIVERSITY
It took Matt some footwork
to get the word out, but by
the time we started there
was a waiting list, with
many women travelling from
other parts of Auckland to
attend. As we sat around the
table that first afternoon, a
number of things stuck me.
One was the diversity – 20
participants came from 10
different countries, and later
workshops have had even
more diversity. Many describe
journeys through several
different countries and cultural
identities. Around half have
English as a second language,
but all come determined
to write in English (the
workshops were conducted in
English, but we encouraged
writing in other languages.)
The women had been in New
Zealand an average of seven
years, so they were not ‘brand
new’ Kiwi Women. I think this
is an indication of how long it
takes to get settled in a new
country – look after the
husband, house, kids and
income, and then finally claim
some time for yourself.
Although some were beginners,
many were experienced writers
– some published back home,
others from a science,
technical or academic writing
background. Many spoke of the
course as a chance to finally
unlock their urge to
write creatively.
The programme has now
been delivered in three local
board areas: Upper Harbour
– March-April 2012, Kaipatiki

– March-April 2013 and
Albert-Eden – May-June 2013.
I’ve found working with
Council a stress-free
experience. Matt and his staff
handled all the paperwork,
recruitment and marketing; all
I had to do was deliver the
programme. Auckland Council
has been generous in providing
not only the venue and the fee
for the tutors (at
NZSA-recommended rates),
but also money to have the
book printed professionally
and for professional
graphic design.
We haven’t had to promote
later workshops as much –
positions fill up through word
of mouth even before details
are made public. Local boards
and venues were quick to show
interest in the programme and
offer sponsorship, and it is
seen as one of the ‘success
stories’ for Council’s arts
programme. We had good
publicity (interviews on local
radio and Radio New Zealand,
local paper coverage, and we
have a feature interview and

The quiz master
Photograph courtesy Matt Blomeley

by John MacKinven

Literary Quiz:
Focus on poetry

1. ‘People write poems because
they have something to say.’
Poetry in New Zealand (Postprimary School Bulletin Vol 13
no 6, 1960) opens with the
above statement. The bulletin
is the work of which wellknown historian and poet?
2. In 1975 Amphedesma Press,
Akaroa, published which slim
volume of sonnets dedicated to
the poet’s son?
3. Who was New Zealand’s first
female poet laureate, and
what is the name of her latest
collection?
4. The second stanza of which
well-known and frequently
quoted poem opens ‘Upon the
upland road...’?

We don’t ask these
women to write ‘about
being migrants’, but
naturally a number
of these deeply felt
experiences come
out. Our aim is to
encourage the unique
voices of these women
and build a true
writing community.
review in the upcoming issue
of Takahe). I was surprised
that without any promotion, I
was getting orders for the
book from booksellers, mostly
those supplying libraries and
schools. Quite a number of
participants are well-linked in
the arts community and
actively promote the course
and the book.
TEARS AND LAUGHTER
So why the success? I’ve
been pondering this, and
have a few offers. Firstly,
due to our funding, it’s free

to take part. That makes
a difference, although it
does also mean a significant
dropout rate (luckily, waiting
lists are more than adequate
to replace these). Secondly,
our aims are slightly different
to other writing courses:
we are community focused
and welcome all levels of
writers. We maintain a safe,
no-strangers environment and
open our hearts. There’s a lot
of laughter and some tears.
Yes, there’s quite a bit of
venting! The art as well as the
craft of writing is important.
As well as writing exercises,
there’s time each week for
discussions on such topics as
finding an audience, ethics
and getting published. We
don’t ask these women to
write ‘about being migrants’,
but naturally a number of
these deeply felt experiences
come out. Our aim is to
encourage the unique voices
of these women and build
a true writing community.
(Indeed, writing groups have
continued to meet after each

Tutors Renee Liang, Janet Charman and
Sarah Laing work with participants.

workshop series ends.)
Finally, I think having a
polished product at the end
really helps – there’s really
nothing like having your work
published! As editor, I see my
role as coach and proofreader,
not gatekeeper. Some work
needs more polish, some hold
their own as literary works.
We have a book launch with
all the attendant excitement,
signings and pomp (the
afternoon teas are amazing).
The book’s popularity, I
think, shows there is an
audience and an appetite for
diverse writing. I think we
have been successful in
introducing a number of new
voices to our literary scene. I
want to encourage readers
consider working on similar
community-based writing
initiatives if opportunity
allows, as I’ve found it
extremely rewarding and even
beneficial for my own writing.
www.chinglish-renee.
blogspot.com

5. Which poet, editor and
teacher in 2006 published
‘an eccentric collection of
biographical anecdotes and
fictional vignettes ... a genrecrossing work’, and what is
this book called?
6. ‘Too many splashes, too many
gashes,/ too big and too many
holes in the west wall.’ Who
wrote these lines, and in
which poem?
7. ‘Hard. Bright. Clean.
Particular.’ From the first
poem in his second collection,
published in 1972, whose
words are these (a bonus point
for naming the collection)?
8. The cover of Islands 28
(March 1980) features a
bronze head, by Anthony
Stones, of a well-known writer.
The same issue includes ‘six
Stones poems’ addressed
to the sculptor by the same
writer. Who is he?
9. Which poet’s work included
the collection The Seal in
the Dolphin Pool (AUP/
OUP, 1974)?
10. Landfall 200 (2000) includes
the long poem ‘Ice House’ by
which Canadian writer, better
known perhaps for her novel
Fugitive Pieces?
Answers on page 24
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No responsibility can be accepted by NZ Author for
claims made in these advertisements. Casual rates for
up to 30 words, $41+GST, $24+GST for multiple
bookings of 4 or more Payment with booking. Deadline
13 September 2013
Freelance editor Over 30 years’ experience:
general fiction, short stories, thrillers, romances,
historicals, sci-fi, plays, family histories, theses,
government documents. References. Lesley Marshall,
Editline, 20 Beverley Cres., RD9, Whangarei 0179 Ph
(09) 434-6814,
editline@xtra.co.nz. Member NZAMA.
ARE YOU READY TO PUBLISH? Manuscript
assessment and perceptive reporting for Indie
Publishers. Professional layout for eBooks and print.
Download the FREE eBook ‘Are You Ready to Publish?’
from www.polygraphianz.com
Talk to Calum Gilmour, 09 416 1437
Email cgilmour@polygraphianz.com
Norman Bilbrough Manuscript
Assessments
Experienced writer, teacher and assessor of fiction
(adult, teenage and children’s) and nonfiction. For
brochure contact: 2/144 Mairangi Rd., Wilton,
Wellington. ph: 04 4726824 norman@msassess.com
or: http://www.msassess.com/ Member NZAMA

6. Allen Curnow; ‘Lone Kauri Road’. 7. CK Stead; Crossing the Bar. 8. Kevin Ireland. 9. Kendrick Smithyman’s. 10. Anne Michaels.

QUIZMASTER ANSWERS: 1. W. H. Oliver. 2. Earthly: Sonnets for Carlos (by Ian Wedde). 3. Elizabeth Smither; The Blue Coat. 4. James K Baxter’s ‘High Country Weather’. 5. Chris Price; Brief Lives.

classifieds

Fresh Words Daily: Rae McGregor MA: Author
and experienced creative writing tutor. Assessments
for fiction and non-fiction. For a brochure: Apartment
1105, 85 Beach Road, CBD, Auckland 1010: (09) 578
0125 or email mcgregors@xtra.co.nz Member NZAMA
GET PUBLISHED. Writer Julia Millen and editor/
designer Lynn Peck offer professional publishing
services for short-story collections, personal/family
memoirs, local histories. Contact: Writes Hill Press
(04)4767370 or email: lynn@writeshillpress.co.nz
GEOFF WALKER PUBLISHING CONSULTANT
Highly experienced former Penguin NZ publisher.
I offer editing, manuscript assessment, publishing
consultancy, self-publishing/e-book options. Fiction and
non-fiction. Member NZAMA. Contact: geoffwbooks@
gmail.com, 09-3788875.
JOHN MACKINVEN WRITER & EDITOR Offering
editorial and writing services. Approachable, highly
qualified (MCW) and experienced freelance editor
and ghostwriter. Phone (09) 378 8100 or email
manmack@clear.net.nz
Writers’ Retreats
Michael King Writers’ Centre, Devonport,
Auckland – Accommodation for writers. Bedroom
with private bathroom and desk. Broadband. Suitable
as a quiet place to work or as a base for research in
Auckland. Shared living areas, usually with one other
writer in residence. $195 per week ($170 for NZSA
members), incl GST. One week minimum. Lounge may
be available for small literary events.
Apply to administrator@writerscentre.org.nz
or phone 09 445 8451.
Foxton Beach, near Palmerston North.
Three-bedroom house with view available for
pleasant, peaceful writing. $14 p/night to cover
expenses. For NZSA and NZ Writers Guild members.
Ph Peter & Dianne Beatson (06)356-8251.
Writers’ Retreat 18-20th October 2013. Mount
Richmond Estate. Rai Valley, Marlborough.Spaces
filling fast. Please register early. Registration forms
and enquiries to: Dot Scott, 60D McLauchlan Street,
Blenheim.
Email dotscot@kinect.co.nz Phone: (03) 578 8029
Miscellaneous
Drama assessments: write to Playmarket, Box
9767, Wellington, or email info@playmarket.org.nz.

THE NEW ZEALAND SOCIETY OF AUTHORS
(Pen New Zealand Inc) Te Puni Kaituhi o Aotearoa

NZSA is an association of more than 1450 writers working together to improve
conditions for New Zealand writers. NZSA also works on behalf of writers
everywhere whose freedom of expression is endangered.
President of Honour: Gavin Bishop
President: Kyle Mewburn

Northland Branch

National Council Delegate: Diana Menefy
Branch Chair: Kathy Derrick kderrick@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Phyll Holroyd phyll.margaret@gmail.com
The Northland Branch meets on the 3rd Saturday of every month, except for
January. Meeting venues change monthly so please contact the chairperson or
secretary to find the next location.Ph Daphne (09)434 6701 or Lesley (09)434 6814

Auckland Branch

National Council Delegate: Adrian Blackburn
Branch Chair: James George
Secretary: Thomas Lodge thlodge@yahoo.co.uk
Branch meetings: 1st Friday of the month. 6.15pm at Room WT1211, 12th Floor,
AUT Tower, cnr Rutland and Wakefield Street, Auckland.

Hamilton Branch

National Council Delegate: Adrian Blackburn
Branch Chair: Julie Thomas musicworksnz@hotmail.com
Secretary: Jeff Taylor robyn.jeff@xtra.co.nz
The Hamilton branch meets every third Sunday at 1.30pm at Cafe Fresca, 78 Allison
Street (off Kahikatea Drive), Hamilton.Entrance at back of building.

Central Districts Branch

National Council Delegate: Anna Mackenzie
Branch Chair: Jill Robinson jill.robinson@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Carmel Hurdle carmelhurdle@yahoo.co.nz
Membership Secretary: Adele Broadbent adelebroadbent@slingshot.co.nz
Branch meets four times a year, usually on Sunday pm. Visitors welcome.

Bay of Plenty Branch

National Council Delegate: Bruce Erasmus brucelerasmus@gmail.com
Branch Chair: Jenny Argante wordwizard41@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Bruce Erasmus.
Branch meets 3rd Monday of every month. Tauranga venue is The Alzheimer’s
Society House, 116 13th Avenue, Tauranga. Five meetings a year will be
scheduled elsewhere within the region. Check Branch Page on Website for
full details

Wellington Branch

National Council Delegate: Rosemary Wildblood
Branch Chair: Maggie Rainey-Smith (04) 562 8958 maggie@at-the-bay.com
Secretary: Vivienne Ball viviennemayball@gmail.com
Meetings are at Thistle Inn, Mulgrave Street, Wellington

Top of the South Branch

National Council Delegate: Jean Gorman jean_gorman@ihug.co.nz
Branch Chair: Chrissie Ward cj.ward@xtra.co.nz
Secretary: Jean Gorman jean_gorman@ihug.oc.nz
The branch committee meets monthly in Nelson or Blenheim, and regular events are
held in Nelson, Marlborough and Golden Bay.

Canterbury Branch

National Council Delegate: Jenny Haworth jjhaworth@xtra.co.nz
Branch Chairs: Kathleen Gallagher doygalpress@yahoo.com
Secretary: Bronwen Jones bronwenj@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets monthly. Contact Jenny Haworth for dates and times.

Otago/Southland Branch

National Council Delegate: Karen Trebilcock ak.trebilcock@xtra.co.nz
Branch Chair: Kyle Mewburn nzsaotagosouthland@gmail.com
Secretary: Karen Trebilcock ak.trebilcock@xtra.co.nz
Branch meets on first Monday of the month.

For details of Branch meetings contact the Branch Secretary
NZ PEN Centre
PEN International Representative: Dr Nelson Wattie
WiP Co-ordinator: Lesley Marshall
Consultancy Service: Contact the National Office
Copyright Licensing New Zealand: Vanda Symon,
Tony Simpson and Stephen Stratford. We also have representatives on the
Copyright Council, the Book Council International Writers Committee, the NZ
Book Awards Management Group, the PLR Advisory Group, the CLNZ Non-fiction
Award Management Group, the Whitireia Polytechnic Advisory Committee, the
Burns Fellowship Selection Committee and we have a NorthTech Advisory Council.

